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GAMING METHOD

enced and inexperienced players, and should operate to lessen
the advantage that an experienced or specially-trained player

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

may hold relative to a casual casino player.

The invention operates by providing expert gaming advice
to players, such as via a private display screen, during the
course of the game. The expert advice is generated by a

This application is a continuation of US. application Ser.

No. 11/530,415 ?led Sep. 8, 2006 Which claims priority pur

computer, based on information about a current game state.

suant to 35 U.S.C §119(e) to US. provisional application Ser.

The computer is not provided With enough information to
predict the game outcome, but is provided With information
suf?cient for generating a probabilistic estimate of likely

No. 60/715,682, ?led Sep. 8, 2005, Which applications are

speci?cally incorporated herein, in their entirety, by refer
ence.

game outcomes. In an embodiment of the invention, the infor

mation provided to the computer includes information that is
not easily accessible to an ordinary player, such as card

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

counting information.

1. Field of the Invention
The present invention relates to a method for gaming using
playing cards or the like, such as for casino use.

2. Description of the Related Art
Various casino games exist in Which players compete
against one another or the house to Win a pot containing

player bets. For example, many card games, such as blackjack
or poker, fall into this category. Such games are usually
designed such that over time, the laW of averages guarantees

20

be required to increase his Wager amount at a loWer than
normal odds, or may simply pay a small fee for the informa
tion. The amount of the premium is selected such that the
house retains its advantage over time. In an alternate embodi

that the house Will take in more Winnings than it pays out in

bets. Thus, a professional player of such games, in theory,
should not be able to Win more than he bets over time.

HoWever, many professional gamblers have proven that it
is possible to Win consistently, by developing a knoWledge of
the odds of various betting possibilities, along With some Way
of estimating more accurately than other players What the
likelihood of a particular game outcome is in a given situa

tion. Such professional players earn Winnings from less
knoWledgeable players, and may be able to “beat the house”

25

30

high enough to offset these gains, the casino continues to
pro?t on the game. In an embodiment of the invention, some

card counting.
35

Which cards or game pieces are distributed to players from a
?nite set or deck, and set aside or recycle after game play.

40

particular cards that have been draWn from the deck and used
may be available to the players. A player trained in a card
counting technique may be able to estimate the value of cards

may be given the same information as might be available to a

professional card counter. Using an image analysis method to
45

determine the value of the card played, the expert maintains a

50

count of the shoWn cards, using any suitable card-counting
method. Information from the card-counting method is then
included in the expert advice provided to participating card
players. The player Who pays the premium may be told the
optimum play for the cards they hold. For example, a player
Who holds a ten and a six in blackjack, While the dealer shoWs
a tWo, may be advised not to bit if the computer has estimated
that 70% of the remaining cards are Worth ten or more. Simi

involve keeping track of dealt cards to form an estimate of
cards remaining in a deck.
Most people, hoWever, are not able to make use of such

advanced techniques such as card counting. Many less
sophisticated players do not even understand basic principals
of probability that should inform their game play. Thus, many

55

potential players may be discouraged from playing certain

larly, if the computer knoWs that the remaining cards are rich
in cars loWer than 6, the player may be told that the best play
is to hit. The player could also be provided probabilistic
estimates of outcome, such as if you hit, you are 40% likely to
Win; if you stand, you are 45% likely to Win. In an embodi

casino games, for fear of losing to more knoWledgeable play
ers. It Would therefore be desirable to provide an improved
method of casino gaming for card games and other games of
chance, that encourages more player participation, While still

may be used to image cards as they are shoWn at any point
during a card game. The images of the cards may then be

provided to the expert advice computer. That is, the computer

remaining in the deck by keeping track of cards that have
counter may gain increasingly detailed information about
cards remaining in the deck. An experienced card counter Will
therefore place higher bets during games in Which more
detailed information about remaining cards is knoWn. While
various card counting techniques exist, all of such methods

portion or all of a premium fee is returned if the player loses.
This alternative has the added bene?t of making it appear to
the player that the additional premium is a no-lose proposi

tion for the player.
In a card-counting embodiment, an image scanning device

Several games may be played from the deck before the dis

already been dealt. As a deck is used up or recycled, a card

player gains from the expert information. It may appear to the
player that he is Winning more hands than he is losing, Which

is probably true. HoWever, because the premium payment is

consistently. Hence, casino operators take measures to pre

carded cards are added back to the deck and the deck is
reshuffled. In many such games, some information about the

ment, all players receive the expert information, and all pay a

premium. For example, the payout schedule of the gaming
might be adjusted for all players.
The house retains its Winning edge by making the premium
payment for this advice high enough to offset the edge the

vent use of methods for estimating game outcomes, such as

Card counting may be used in games of cards or the like, in

In an embodiment of the invention, players are provided
With the option to receive the expert information from the
computer, in exchange for a Wagering premium. The pre
mium may comprise adjusting the betting odds so that the
player’s bet does not pay quite as much as it Would if the
expert advice Were not provided. For example, a player may

ment of the invention, players paying the premium play their
60

permitting the house to pro?t from hosting the game.

cards after all players not paying premium, in order to prevent
free riding on the advice given to the premium payers.
A more complete understanding of the gaming Will be
afforded to those skilled in the art, as Well as a realiZation of

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
65

The invention provides a method and apparatus to improve
casino gaming. The method may be desirable to both experi

additional advantages and objects thereof, by a consideration
of the folloWing detailed description of the preferred embodi
ment. Reference Will be made to the appended sheets of

draWings Which Will ?rst be described brie?y.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

the deck. In the alternative, or in addition, some information

provided to computer 104 may be segregated from informa
tion used in card counting. For example, computer 104 may
be provided With the value of a participating player’s 116
face-doWn cards 122, but only for the purpose of advising
player 1 1 6 concerning playing his hand. Computer 1 04 Would

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an exemplary system for

gaming according to the invention.
FIG. 2 is a How chart showing exemplary steps of a gaming
method according to the invention.
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram shoWing a system for per
forming a method of the invention, and subsystems thereof.

not be able to use the value of cards 122 in card counting until
the cards have been shoWn to all the players at the table, such
as after players have shoWn their hands. Of course, computer

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

104 should not be permitted to use the value of cards 122 to

Using the invention, a casino may provide players having any

advise other players at table 130 during the course of the hand
in Which cards 122 are played. Computer 104 may thereby be
con?gured to stand in the place of an expert gambler Who
observes table 130 and forms as optimal betting strategy,
based only on information individually available to each of

level of experience the same access to expert gaming advice,

players 116, 118, 120, respectively, and an expert knoWledge

in exchange for a betting premium. Players may therefore

of the rules of the game being played. The computer should be
con?gured so that each player is assigned a dedicated “virtual
expert” that does not communicate any information knoWn

The invention provides a novel system and method for
casino gaming, that overcomes the limitations of the prior art.

participate in games of chance With the assurance that they are

not disadvantaged by lack of experience, skill, or mental
invention, comprising a deck 102 of playing cards. Dealer

only to its assigned player to any other virtual expert partici
pating in the game.
Computer 104 may also be operatively connected (e.g., via

128 distributes cards 122, 124, 126 to one or more players

a Wired or Wireless connection) to one or more output devices

alertness.
FIG. 1 shoWs a system 100 for gaming according to the

20

116, 118, 114. In the game of Blackjack, for example, the
dealer may distribute tWo cards to each player, face doWn.
After dealing the tWo cards, players are given an option to
receive additional cards, face up. Various other card games

25

and games of chance may also be played using system 100.
System 100 further comprises a computer 104 connected to
one or more image scanning devices 106, 108. The scanning
devices may comprise any device capable of generating an
image of visible playing cards. For example, a scanner 108
may be placed on or in table 130, in a position Where the
dealer may pass or place playing cards as they are dealt. In the
alternative, or in addition, a scanner 106 may be placed to

a handheld device comprising a display screen. In the alter

native, or in addition, the output devices may comprise a
30

input may be used, for example, to ask computer 104 to
estimate the probability of outcomes for different player
35

A dealer 128 or a neutral observer of the game may be

40

media 142, for example, a magnetic media disk, and optical

for image analysis, from Which card values may be deter
mined using any suitable method. Computer 104 may further
be provided With softWare or ?rmWare for card counting
using any suitable method. The card counting method should
permit the computer to estimate relative values of cards in
deck 102, but not to predict the value and position of cards in
deck 102 With certainty. For example, the computer may

provided With an input device 132, such as a control panel, for
communicating the state of the game to computer 104. For
example, the dealer may use a control panel to indicate When
a neW game has been dealt, When a neW round of betting or

neW cards have been played, or When the game is ?nished.
The control panel 128 may also be used to communicate the

identity of players or their corresponding output devices that
45

value.
As knoWn in the art, softWare 140 for performing steps of
the invention may be encoded on any suitable electronic
media disk, a memory chip, or other suitable media. When
loaded into a Working memory of computer 104, the softWare
is operative to perform steps of the method as described
herein.
Computer 104 may be provided With softWare or ?rmWare

options, or to provide computer 104 With information con

cerning hidden values of player cards.

after every round in Which neW cards are placed face up on the
table, the dealer 128 may activate the camera, Which sends an

image of the table to computer 104. The computer analyZes
the image to identify neW face-up cards and to ascertain their

headphone or earphone through Which the player may receive
betting advice. Devices 110, 112, 114 may also provide for
user input, such as via a touchscreen, keypad, or the like. User

scan cards as they are returned to deck 102 or discarded. An

image of the card may be sent to 104 and analyZed to deter
mine the card value, such as three of diamonds, queen of
hearts, and so forth. Yet another alternative is to place a
camera (not shoWn) in a position Where it can image all or a
portion of table 130. For example, a camera may be placed
above table 130. At certain times in the game play, such as

110, 112, 114. The output devices may compromise, for
example, display screens or sound generators. Each player
may be provided With a personal or private output device. In
an embodiment of the invention, each player is provided With

50

have elected to receive expert advice during a game. Deck 102
may be kept in a cardholder equipped With a scale or other
sensor from Which the computer may determine the number
of cards remaining in the deck or When a card has been dealt.
In an embodiment of the invention, computer 104 may be
operatively connected to a machine for performing certain or

all dealer functions, such as dealing, shuf?ing, paying out
Winnings, accepting bets, and so forth. Such an embodiment

55

may be suitable for electronic gaming, such as gaming over a
Wide area netWork, in Which players accept that games are
computer-controlled, and there is no need to manage physical

cards and chips. HoWever, it is believed that machines capable
of replacing human card dealers are not available for a physi

cal casino environment, or Would not be generally accepted
by players even if available.

an ace or a face card. To this end, the computer should not be

System 100 may be used to perform a method 200 accord
ing to the invention, exemplary steps of Which are shoWn in
FIG. 2. Exemplary steps 202-216 may be performed in any
operative order, including but not limited to concurrently. At
step 202, cards in a randomly-ordered deck (e.g., a shuf?ed
deck) are dealt to players in any suitable manner, such as by
using a human dealer, or using a pseudo-random generator if

provided With perfect information about the value of cards in

electronic cards are dealt. Cards that are dealt face-up may be

60

determine that a portion of the deck contains a high propor
tion of face cards or aces, but should not be permitted to

determine With certainty Whether the next card in the deck is

65
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scanned after being dealt, or as they are being dealt, and their
images provided for use in a computerized card-counting
method after ?rst being analyzed to determine their value. In
the alternative, the value of dealt cards may be provided

the premium system as a “no-lose” proposition, and thereby
stimulate additional revenue or interest in the game being

played.
FIG. 3. shoWs an exemplary system 300 for providing
betting advice during remote play of an electronic card game.

directly to a computer by the dealer or a neutral observer of

A game host 312 operates software 314 encoded on a suitable

the game, using a suitable input device.
At step 204, any suitable card-counting method may be

electronic media article 316, such as a magnetic media disk,
an optical disk, memory chip, or the like. The host 312 com
municates via a netWork 302 With a plurality of clients 304,
306 (tWo of many shoWn) to play a series of simulated card

used to maintain a count of cards that have been shoWn. To be

of value in game play, the method should determine a proba
bilistic estimate of the distribution of card values in the entire
deck, or in a portion of the deck that is abut to be dealt. The
card counting result may be maintained in the memory of a
computer, and used to provide an estimate of the probability
that the next card draWn Will equal, exceed, or be less than a

speci?ed value. In the alternative, card-counting may be
omitted. In such embodiments, advice about game play may
be provided using the game rules alone. Such advice may be
provided Without requiring payment of a premium, to assist
inexperienced players in learning more rational gaming strat

games in Which betting advice is provided according to the
methods and systems disclosed herein. Clients 304, 306 may
comprise netWork thick or thin clients as knoWn in the art,

con?gured With suitable softWare for connecting With host
312 and interacting With the host via an interface. A suitable

interface may be provided using Web broWser softWare oper
ating on a general purpose or specialiZed computer, or in any
other suitable manner.

An aspect of remote game play is that the invention may be
20 embodied as a carrier signal 308 over a Wired or Wireless

egies.
At set 206, bets may be collected in any suitable manner.

connection 310 for any player, eg a player using client 304.
The carrier signal is operative, When provided to a client

For example, in a casino environment, players may place their

computer 304, With a player interface operative for playing
card games. In the games, a plurality of simulated playing

bets on the table. In an electronic gaming environment, bets

may be placed by electronically debiting a player’s gaming

25

cards from a ?xed deck are dealt in rounds to a plurality of

30

players, each player receiving one or more cards in each
round. Each simulated playing card has a de?ned value and
suit. Public cards are also communicated to the players as
ones of the simulated playing cards that are revealed to all
players. The carrier signal operates to communicate a value

account, as knoWn in the art. At step 208, the computer may

use card-counting data, game state data, and analysis algo
rithms based on the rules of the game in play to calculate

optimal betting strategies for the hand at play, and player or
house odds associated With the betting strategy. Calculated
odds may be compared against baseline odds calculated With
out card-counting knowledge to develop an estimate of a
premium amount that should be charged for a particular
player hand or game. In the alternative, premium amounts
may be set in advance for all games of a particular type, based

and suit of public playing cards during games, and to provide
providing betting advice to at least one player during the
games in exchange for a premium paid to the game host

operating host 312. As disclosed above, the betting advice
35

on a statistical model developed from actual or simulated

comparison of game play With and Without the use of card

counting.
At step 210, the payout schedule may be adjusted based on

the calculated change in odds, for players electing to receive

40

expert advice. In alternative, a premium may be collected
from such players in any suitable manner, such as used for

Ware 314 on an electronic media article 316 or as a commu

improved gaming method, it should be apparent to those
45

50

the computer might provide a message stating “there is a 70%
chance that the next card Will be a ten or a face card.” Advice 55

may be provided in essentially an unlimited number of Ways.
Advice provided to one player should not be provided to other
players. In addition, it is desirable that it not be obvious When
a player is receiving advice. For example, advice may be

collected from any players Who did not Win, the premium may

Returning premiums to losing players may encourage use of

thereof may be made Within the scope and spirit of the present
invention. For example, a card game method has been illus
trated but it should be apparent that the inventive concepts
described above Would be equally applicable to other games
of chance. The invention is de?ned by the folloWing claims.
What is claimed is:

1. A method, comprising:
a computer system receiving values of public game pieces
revealed to one or more players during one or more

60

games played With a type of game pieces belonging to a
?nite set;
receiving, at the computer system, an indication that a
player Wishes to receive betting advice in exchange for a

premium;

located near the player’s cards.
At step 214, Winning bets are paid at the conclusion of the
game in a conventional fashion, using an adjusted payout
schedule if determined at step 210. If a premium has been

be returned to or credited to the losing player at step 216.

skilled in the art that certain advantages of the Within system
have been achieved. It should also be appreciated that various

modi?cations, adaptations, and alternative embodiments

of Blackjack, a player may be advised to stand or hold. A
player may also be advised to increase the bet amount, or
advised of a basis for the recommended action. For example,

provided through an earpiece, or on a shielded vieW screen

playing cards held by the at least one player just prior to
providing the betting advice. Other details of the invention as
disclosed herein may be adapted for implementation as soft
nications signal 308 by one of ordinary skill in the art.
Having thus described a preferred embodiment of an

collecting bets. In general, methods for adjusting payout
schedules or the equivalent of charging a premium are knoWn
in the art of casino gaming. Any suitable method may be used.
Normally payouts should be set to ensure pro?tability of the
house, but exceptions to this are also Within the scope of the
invention.
At step 212, participating players are advised of the expert
opinion determined by the computer. For example, in a game

may be determined at least in part based on data comprising:
a composition of the ?xed deck, a recorded value and suit of
the public playing cards, and the value and suit of ones of the

the computer system determining the betting advice based
at least in part on the received values of the public game

pieces;
65

the computer system conveying the betting advice to the
player during a particular game played With the type of
game pieces belonging to the ?nite set; and

US 8,608,538 B2
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based on information indicating that the player did not Win
a Wager relating to the betting advice, the computer
system causing at least a portion of the premium to be
refunded to the player.

12. The system of claim 11, Wherein the instructions are
executable to cause the system to select an amount of the

premium to maintain house odds by comparing odds calcu
lated With card-counting knoWledge against baseline odds

2. The method of claim 1, Wherein determining the betting
advice includes comparing odds calculated With game piece

calculated Without card-counting knoWledge.
13. The system of claim 11, Wherein determining the bet

counting knowledge against baseline odds calculated Without

ting advice is based on one or more values of one or more

game piece counting knowledge.

private games pieces belonging to the player.

3. The method of claim 1, Wherein the game pieces belong
ing to the ?nite set comprise a deck of cards, and Wherein

14. The system of claim 11, Wherein the instructions are
executable to cause the system to Withhold a portion of Win

determining the betting advice includes using a card counting

algorithm.

nings Won by the at least one player as the premium.
15. The system of claim 11, Wherein the system further

4. The method of claim 1, Wherein the premium is collected
prior to the player having an opportunity to place the Wager.
5. The method of claim 1, Wherein the premium comprises

comprises an optical recognition device con?gured to detect
the values of playing cards.

an amount taken based on a loWer payout schedule for the

16. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium

particular game.

having stored thereon instructions that are executable by a
computer system to cause the computer system to perform

6. The method of claim 1, Wherein the premium is collected
at least in part as a portion of Winnings Won by the given
player on the Wager.
7. The method of claim 1, Wherein the betting advice com
prises a probabilistic estimate of at least one player’s chances

of holding a Winning hand.
8. The method of claim 1, Wherein the betting advice is
conveyed via a private electronic display.
9. The method of claim 1, further comprising the computer
system, prior to the player having an opportunity to place the
Wager, causing a plurality of playing game pieces to be dealt

operations comprising:
20

more players during one or more games played With a

type of game pieces belonging to a ?nite set;
receiving an indication that a player Wishes to receive

betting advice in exchange for a premium;
25

30

not Win the Wager.

11. A system, comprising:
a processor; and

a computer-readable storage medium having instructions
stored thereon that are executable by the processor to

35

cause the system to:

receive a request from a player for betting advice in

40

player.

17. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium
of claim 16, Wherein the operations further comprise optically
recognizing the values of the public game pieces.
18. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium
19. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium
of claim 16, Wherein the operations further comprise deter
mining the betting advice based on one or more simulated
Wager outcomes.

provide the betting advice to the player during a particu
lar game played With the type of game pieces belong
ing to the ?nite set; and
based on information indicating that the player did not
Win a Wager relating to the betting advice, causing at
least a portion of the premium to be refunded to the

to the ?nite set; and
based on information indicating that the player did not Win
a Wager relating to the betting advice, causing at least a
portion of the premium to be refunded to the player.

of claim 16, Wherein the betting advice is conveyed to the
player via a private audio and/or video output device.

exchange for a premium;
determine the betting advice based on one or more val

ues of public game pieces corresponding to one or
more games played With a type of game pieces
belonging to a ?nite set;

determining the betting advice based at least in part on the

received values of the public game pieces;
conveying the betting advice to the player during a particu
lar game played With the type of game pieces belonging

to a plurality of players via an electronic interface.

10. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
causing the entire premium to be refunded if the player did

receiving values of public game pieces revealed to one or

20. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium
of claim 16, Wherein causing the at least a portion of the
45

premium to be refunded to the player comprises not debiting
the at least a portion of the premium from the player before
the player places the Wager.
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